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words can't describe what i feel for this game.. Very useful, so far have only used the character overlay, but app has plenty of
potential and developer has already taken my feedback and is adding support for Minecraft skins!. Extremely boring concept
executed cheaply without a good UI. What bothers me most is that the game is centered around time-managing your needs and
income, without even bothering with being realistic about any aspect of it.

Eating a burger e.g. costs almost 70 bucks, takes like 5% of your weeks time and doesn't even fill your hunger bar. Amazeballs
retard game which constantly asks you the depressing question of "why are you playing a game about making money, when you
could be out there making money with a job that's more interesting and fun than this game?". quot;Kids, drugs are bad....
mmmkay? See this is why you should not smoke the marryjuwanna and program at the same time, mmmkay? Stuff like this
game results from sinful wacky tobacky, the gonja, the sticky icky... Fact is we need to be more careful in the future when
making games. Think of the adults who might play this game and suffer brain damage!"

Honestly, this game is crazy-uniquely-fun. I do recommend you see past the initial strangness of the game. This is like Adult
Swim took acid and then a stab at making an anime shooter that wasn't anime. It's got a unique spin on a game and after just a
couple tries it's kind of addicting.

Plus after beating Explosionade a few weeks ago I kind of enjoy this studio's wacky games. Get in the bundle too. Keep up the
strangeness. :) Mentally insufficient review over.. good\u00e4\u00e4
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Neat physics-based puzzle, simple graphics, and very short (~1 hour to complete). If those sound worth the price to you, I'd
recommend it.. Very fun and chill Katamari-style game.
Amusing story, simple but fun gameplay and done in less than 2 hours.
All levels can be replayed separately after finishing the game, if you want to get all achievements (some of them contains extra
story segments).. Having bought the Season Pass since day 1, I'm very satisfied with the dresses and tuxedos that the Vol 1
characters received. Beautiful dresses, smooth and smart tuxedos.

Looking forward to Vol 2!. This game is a lot of fun, the controls do have a learning curve and you'll die a lot at the beginning,
but the story is excellent and the mood of the game is really creepy. Give it a try! This game really deserves much more
recognition and love.. extremely punishing, but fun if you liked KODP and aren't the kind of person who thinks $10 is too much
for a game. the writing is very strong, and the art is a little plain but the visual design is also strong. good music as well. overall,
it's difficult and probably very hard to get out of the early game with more than 300 colonists from >700.

it's hard. jump in, gamer. Fun game, I really like it.. why do we always start with all the points FIX IT VRC
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING HELL BUT ITS STILL GOOD. Want to give this game 3.5 stars before playing the last level
(level 21). This game is definitely not as good as Limbo (which should be 5 stars for sure) though I'll still put a
RECOMMENDED.

However, after playing the last level, I would give this game at most 3 stars. I don't see any rationality that you don't put any
checkpoint in the last level. It's kind of boring when I know all the tricks but still need to try a lot of times to pass the level. If
you go to Limbo, there's nowhere that you know the tricks but still need a lot of luck to go through.

I spent 4 hours on the game but more than one hour on the last level. I really felt annoyed after the 10th try.. Short and fun.
Somewhat katamari-esque.
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